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Abstract
We compute the equivariant K-theory ring of a cohomogeneity-one action of a compact
Lie group. The general expressions extend to a range of other cohomology theories including
Bredon cohomology. Much more explicit expressions are given if when the space is a smooth
manifold and the fundamental group of the principal isotropy is free abelian. Determining
the multiplication in this ring involves a natural structure, which seems to be at best folklore,
on the Mayer–Vietoris sequence in any multiplicative equivariant cohomology theory. A sim-
ilarly general lemma is proven regarding the cohomology of a finite covering whose order is
invertible in the coefficient system. Once this is set up, most of the proof lies in a series of
lemmas concerning maps and tensor decompositions of representation rings.
1. Introduction
Cohomogeneity-one Lie group actions are a prominent class of examples in positive-curvature
geometry1 whose Borel cohomology admits a tractable computation recently published by the
author, Goertsches, He, and Mare [CGHM18]. This computation generalizes naturally to any
cohomology theory which vanishes in even degrees on certain homogeneous spaces, and in this
paper we note this generalization and derive specific expressions for equivariant K-theory.
To proceed we require the well-known classification theorem of Mostert and Galaz-García–
Zarei [Mos57, Thm. 4][Mos57a][GGZ15, Thm. A][GGS11, Thm. A] stating that a compact mani-
fold or Alexandrov space X admitting a cohomogeneity-one action of a compact, connected Lie
group G is either
• the mapping torus of the right translation by an element of the normalizer NGpKq on a
homogeneous space G{K if X{G is a circle or
• the double mapping cylinder (homotopy pushout) of a span of projections G{K´ Ð G{H Ñ
G{K` if X{G is a closed interval, such that K˘{H are of positive curvature if X is Alexan-
drov, are homology spheres if X is a manifold, and are spheres if X is smooth.
The complex representation rings RΓ of the isotropy groups H and K˘ figure essentially into
our general expression, Theorem 2.1. From the perspective of homotopy theory, this result is
a consequence of the fact a cohomogeneity-one G-action is a connected equivariant 1-cell, so
the computation works equally well for any G-equivariant cohomology theory E˚ vanishing in
odd degrees on homogeneous spaces, yielding Proposition A.12. The general expression from
1 See for example the extensive bibliography compiled by Galaz-García and Zarei [GGZ15].
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2Theorem 2.1 specializes very concretely in the most salient cases, when the isotropy groups are
connected and X is a smooth manifold.
Theorem 4.11. Let M the double mapping cylinder of the quotient maps G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘ for closed,
connected subgroups H ă K˘ of a compact Lie group G such that the commutator subgroups of K˘ are
products of simply-connected groups and SOpoddq factors and K˘{H are even-dimensional spheres. Then
we have an RG-algebra isomorphism
KG˚ M – pRK´|H X RK`|Hq bΛrzs,
for a generator z of degree 1, where the injections RK˘ ÝÑ RH are given by restriction of representations
and the RG-module structure is induced by restriction.
Theorem 4.1. Let M be the double mapping cylinder of the quotient maps G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘ for closed,
connected subgroups H ă K˘ of a compact Lie group G such that K˘{H are spheres and pi1K˘ are free
abelian.
(a) Assume K`{H is odd-dimensional and K´{H is even-dimensional. If dim K`{H “ 1, then we have
an RG-algebra isomorphism
KG˚ M – RK´ ‘ pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s ă RHrt˘1s,
where RK` is identified with RHrt˘1s. If dim K`{H ě 3, then
KG˚ M – RK´ ‘ ρRHrρs ă RHrρs.
The products RK´ ˆ pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s ÝÑ pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s and RK´ ˆ ρRHrρs ÝÑ ρRHrρs are deter-
mined by the restriction RK´ RH.
(b) Assume that both K˘{H are odd-dimensional. If dim K˘{H “ 1, then
KG˚ M – RHrt˘1´ , t˘1` s
L
pt´ ´ 1qpt` ´ 1q,
where RK˘ – RHrt˘1˘ s and t˘ are the classes of the representations K˘ Ñ pK˘qab{Hab „ÝÑ Up1q. If
dim K´{H “ 1 and dim K`{H ě 3, then
KG˚ M – RpHqrt˘1, ρs
L
pρt´ ρq,
where RK´ – RHrt˘1s and RK` – RHrρs.
If dim K˘{H ě 3, then
KG˚ M – RHrρ´, ρ`s
L
pρ´ρ`q,
where RK˘ – RHrρ˘s.
Here above t is the class of the representation K` Ñ pK`qab{Hab „ÝÑ Up1q, and similarly for t˘.
Likewise, ρ is the reduction ρ´ dim ρ of a complex K`-representation ρ : K` ÝÑ UpVρq, trivial when
restricted to H, such that the class βpρq represented by the composition K`{H Ñ UpVρq ãÑ U generates
K1pK`{Hq, and similarly for ρ˘. In all cases the RG-module structure is induced by restriction.
These specializations are proven in Section 4, following lemmas on maps of representation rings
in Section 3. The complementary result when the orbit space is a circle does not require this
granularity of data and is proven earlier, in Section 2.2.
3Corollary 2.9. Let M be the mapping torus of the right translation by n P NGpKq on a homogeneous space
G{K of a Lie group G with finitely many components. Let ` be the least positive natural number such that
n` lies in the identity component of NGpKq. Then one has K˚S1- and pRGb K˚S1q-algebra isomorphisms
KG˚
`
M;Zr`´1s˘ “ K˚S1 b RpKqxrn˚ y bZr`´1s,
K˚
`
M;Zr`´1s˘ “ K˚S1 b K˚pG{Kqxrn˚ y bZr`´1s,
respectively, where the K˚S1-module structure is given by pullback from M{G in both cases and the RG-
algebra structure is induced by the inclusion K ãÝÝÑ G.
In fact, this computation again does not depend strongly on K-theory at all, and generalizes
to compute the equivariant cohomology of the mapping torus of a map of invertible order.
Lemma A.4. Let Y be a G-space and ϕ a self-homeomorphism of Y commuting with the G-action and
such that some least finite power ϕ` is homotopic to idX, and write X for the mapping torus of ϕ. Let E˚ be
a Z-graded multiplicative equivariant cohomology theory such that ` is invertible in each E˚pG{Kq. Write
E˚ :“ E˚p˚q. Then
E˚X – E˚pYqxϕ˚y b
E˚
ΛE˚rzs
for a generator z of degree 1.
This in turn depends on a broad generalization, Lemma A.3, of the standard isomorphism
H˚
`
X{Γ;Zr1{|Γ|s˘ „ÝÑ H˚`X;Zr1{|Γ|s˘Γ connecting a finite covering space with its orbit space, which
in the cohomological case depends on a transfer map, but does not actually require the existence
of a transfer map for E˚.
The proof of Theorem 2.1, and hence the proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.11, hinge
on the surprising fact that one can use the Mayer–Vietoris sequence of the obvious cover of
the double mapping cylinder to determine the entire ring structure. What saves us is a small
enhancement which does not seem to be discussed in the literature, namely the fact that all maps
in the sequence preserve a natural module structure. This in fact applies to any multiplicative
Z-graded equivariant cohomology theory.
Proposition A.11. Let E˚ be a multiplicative (Z-graded) G-equivariant cohomology theory. Then the
natural E˚X-module structure on the groups in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence of a triad pX; U, Vq of G–
CW complexes with X “ U YV is preserved by the connecting map in the sequence.
This and related generalities are discussed in Appendix A.2.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Omar Antolín Camarena, Jason DeVito, Oliver
Goertsches, Chen He, Liviu Mare, Marc Stephan, and Marcus Zibrowius for helpful conversations
and the National Center for Theoretical Sciences in Taipei for its hospitality during a phase of
this work.
2. Computation of K-theory
We begin with the computations that do not require representation theory.
42.1. Double mapping cylinders
The double mapping cylinder X of pi˘ : G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘ admits an obvious invariant open cover
by the respective inverse images U´ and U` of the subintervals r´1, εq and p´ε, 1s of X{G «
r´1, 1s. The intersection W “ U´ XU` equivariantly deformation retracts to G{H and U˘ to
G{K˘ in such a way that the inclusions W ãÝÝÑ U˘ correspond to the projections pi˘.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be the double mapping cylinder of the projections pi˘ : G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘. The Mayer–
Vietoris sequence reduces to a short exact sequence
0 Ñ K0GX ÝÑ RK´ ˆ RK` ÝÑ RH ÝÑ K1GX Ñ 0
of K0GX-module homomorphisms, inducing the following graded ring and graded RH-module isomorphism,
respectively:
K0GX – RK´
RˆH
RK`, K1GX –
´
RHLRK´|H ` RK`|H¯r1s,
where p´q|H denotes restriction of representations along the inclusions H ãÝÝÑ K˘. The product of odd-
degree elements is zero, and the product K0GXˆ K1GX ÝÑ K1GX descends from the multiplication of RH:
pρ´, ρ`q ¨ σ “ ρ´|H ¨ σ
for pρ´, ρ`q in the fiber product RK´
RˆH
RK` and σ P K1GX the image of σ P RH.
Proof. This follows from Proposition A.12 and the observation [Seg68, Ex. (ii), p. 132] that KG˚pG{Γq “
K0GpG{Γq – RΓ by restriction of an equivariant bundle to the identity coset 1Γ P G{Γ.
This structure result gives us an immediate corollary regarding equivariant formality, by
which we mean surjectivity of the map KG˚X ÝÑ K˚X forgetting the equivariant structure on
a vector bundle. This condition, first studied by Matsunaga and Minami [MM86]2 is stronger
than the condition that KG˚pX;Qq ÝÑ K˚pX;Qq be surjective, which Fok [Fok17] calls rational K-
theoretic equivariant formality and shows is equivalent to cohomological equivariant formality in the
traditional sense [GKM98] that the restriction HG˚pX;Qq ÝÑ H˚pX;Qq along the fiber inclusion in
the Borel fibration X Ñ XG Ñ BG be surjective. Goertsches and Mare [GM14, Cor. 1.3] showed a
cohomogeneity-one action of a compact, connected Lie group G on a smooth closed manifold M
with orbit space an interval is equivariantly formal if and only if rk G “ maxtrk K´, rk K`u, so
the same holds of rational K-theoretic equivariant formality and the rank equation is a necessary
condition for K-theoretic equivariant formality over the integers. The converse also holds, at least
in a special case.
Corollary 2.2. A cohomogeneity-one action of a compact, connected Lie group G with pi1G torsion-free on
a smooth closed manifold M such that the orbit space M{G is an interval is K-theoretically equivariantly
formal if rk G “ maxtrk K´, rk K`u and the commutator subgroups of K˘ are the products of simply-
connected groups and SOpoddq factors
Proof. We consider the Hodgkin–Künneth spectral sequence [Hod75, Intro., Cor. 1, p. 6] for the
left multiplication G-action on X “ G and the given action on Y “ M, a (Zˆ Z{2)-graded left–
half-plane spectral sequence which starts at E˚,˚2 “ Tor˚,˚RGpKG˚X, KG˚Yq “ Tor˚,˚RGpZ, KG˚ Mq and,
given the hypothesis on pi1G, converges to KG˚pX bG Yq “ KG˚pG bG Mq – K˚M. The forgetful
2 though Hodgkin had already dubbed the map “forgetful” [Hod75, p. 72]
5map KG˚ M ÝÑ K˚M we wish to show is surjective can be identified [Hod75, Prop. 9.1, p. 71] with
the edge map
KG˚ M ZbRG KG˚ M “ E0,˚2 ãÑ E0,‚8 .
In each case we will verify the groups Torď´1RG pZ, KG˚ Mq “ 0 vanish, showing the spectral sequence
collapses and the edge map is a surjection. We will repeatedly use the facts [AH61, Thm. 3.6] that
for Γ closed and connected of full rank in G we have K1pG{Γq “ 0 and K0pG{Γq free abelian (of
rank |WG|{|WΓ|) and that [GÁZ17, (7), p. 19] the groups TorďpRGpZ, RΓq vanish for Γ ď G closed
and connected with rk G´ rk Γ ă |p|, so that particularly Torď´2RG pZ, RΓq “ 0 for Γ P tK˘, Hu.
• rk G “ rk H ` 1.
In these cases we know K1G M “ 0 by Theorem 4.1, leaving a short exact sequence of RG-
modules K0G M RK
´ ˆ RK` RH. Applying the derived exact sequence of ZbRG ´
and the vanishing of Torď´2 noted above, we find Torď´2RG pZ, KG˚ Mq “ 0 as hoped. Since
in fact the E2 page is only inhabited by E0,02 and E
´1,0
2 , we know the former of these is
K0M and the latter K1M. Thus the forgetful map will be surjective if and only if also
Tor´1RGpZ, K0G Mq “ K1M “ 0.
Using the Mayer–Vietoris sequence of the standard cover, we must show K0pG{K´q ‘
K0pG{K`q ÝÑ K0pG{Hq is surjective and K1pG{K´q ‘ K1pG{K`q ÝÑ K1pG{Hq injective.
For surjectivity, assume without loss of generality that rk G “ rk K`, so that K1pG{K`q “
0 and K0pG{K`q is free abelian; in particular, the Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence
H˚pG{K`q ùñ K˚pG{K`q collapses. There is an evident map from the bundle K`{H Ñ
G{H Ñ G{K` to the trivial bundle ˚ Ñ G{K` Ñ G{K` inducing a map between the Atiyah–
Hirzebruch–Leray–Serre spectral sequences of the bundles. That of the trivial bundle is the
Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence we have just seen collapses, and the map shows that
all differentials out of the zero row of the former spectral sequence must vanish as well. Par-
ticularly this means that the row E˚,08 is a quotient of E˚,02 “ K˚pG{K`q; but since K`{H is an
odd-dimensional sphere, the even-total-degree component of E2 “ H˚
`
G{H; K˚pK`{Hq˘ –
H˚pG{Hq bΛrzs lies in this zero row, meaning K0pG{K`q ÝÑ K0pG{Hq is surjective.
Injectivity is obvious if the domain is zero, so now assume as well rk K´ “ rk H “ rk G´ 1.
We consider the map of Hodgkin–Künneth spectral sequences corresponding to X “ G and
G{H “ Y Ñ Y1 “ G{K´. These are concentrated in the 0-row and again by the vanishing
of Torď´2, the spectral sequences both collapse at E2, so the map K1pG{K´q ÝÑ K1pG{Hq
may be identified with the map Tor´1RGpZ, RK´q ÝÑ Tor´1RGpZ, RHq. But as K´{H is an even-
dimensional sphere by assumption, RH is free of rank two over RK´ by Proposition 3.9, so
one has a short exact sequence RK´ RH RK´. Applying the derived exact sequence
of ZbRG ´ and the vanishing of Tor´2, we see Tor´1RGpZ, RK´q ÝÑ Tor´1RGpZ, RHq is injective
as claimed.
• rk G “ rk H.
Separate the short sequence in Theorem 2.1 into two short exact sequences K0G M RK
´ˆ
RK` B and B RH K1G M of RG-modules. From the vanishing of Tor
ď´2 we get RG-
module isomorphisms Tor´n´2RG pZ, K1G Mq – Tor´n´1RG pZ, Bq – Tor´nRGpZ, K0G Mq for all n ě 1,
and from Theorem 4.11 we also have an RG-module isomorphism K0G M – K1G M, so the
6higher Tors are 2-periodic. But Z has finite projective dimension over RG (indeed the Koszul
algebra RGb K˚G is a resolution of length rk G), so these higher Tors vanish.
Remark 2.3. The last line and the observation it finishes the proof are due to Marcus Zibrowius.
Example 2.4. Let G “ Opnq with K “ K˘ “ Op3q and H “ Op2q block-diagonal. Recall that
ROp3q – RSOp3q ˆ RpZ{2q “ Zrσ, εs{pε2 ´ 1q, where σ : Op3q ãÑ AutR3 Ñ AutC3 complexifies
the defining representation and ε “ det : Op3q ÝÑ AutC is the determinant, and ROp2q –
Zrρ, εs{pε2´1, ρε´ ρq, where ρ : Op2q ÝÑ AutC2 complexifies the defining representation [Min71].
The restriction RpKq ÝÑ RpHq is given by σ ÞÑ ρ` 1 and ε ÞÑ ε. Now Theorem 2.1 yields a short
exact sequence
0 Ñ K0G M ÝÑ
Zrσ, εs
pε2 ´ 1q ˆ
Zrσ, εs
pε2 ´ 1q ÝÑ
Zrρ, εs
pε2 ´ 1, ρε´ ρq Ñ 0.
The kernel decomposes additively as the sum
KG˚ M “ K0G M –
#
px, xq : x P Zrσ, εspε2 ´ 1q
+
‘ `pσ´ 1qpε´ 1q, 0˘‘ `0, pσ´ 1qpε´ 1q˘
This bears a familial similarity to the description in Theorem 4.11(b) but cannot be put in those
terms due to torsion. The cohomological situation, by way of contrast, is much simpler: we have
HK˚ – Qrp1s – HH˚, where p1 the first Pontrjagin class of the tautological bundle over the infinite
Grassmannian Grp3,R8q “ BOp3q, so HG˚ M – Qrp1s. The equivariant Chern character taking a
representation V to the Chern character of the associated vector bundle VOp3q Ñ BOp3q takes
σ´ 3 to p1 and annihilates ε´ 1.
Example 2.5. If G “ K˘ “ H, the resulting double mapping cylinder is just the unreduced
suspension SpG{Hq and one has
K0GSpG{Hq “ RG, K1GSpG{Hq “ RH
L
impRG Ñ RHqr1s.
Remark 2.6. The decomposition in Theorem 2.1 has a pleasant description in terms of bundles.
The isomorphism RK´ ˆRH RK` „ÝÑ K0G M comes explicitly from the decomposition MpG{H Ñ
G{K´q YG{H MpG{H Ñ G{K`q of the homotopy pushout: for any pair σ˘ of K˘-representations
agreeing on H, one forms the union of the bundles MpGbH Vσ˘ Ñ GbK˘ Vσ˘q ÝÑ MpG{H Ñ
G{K˘q along the restriction GbH Vσ˘ ÝÑ G{H to their common boundary. Particularly, for a K`-
representation σ` which is trivial on H, one can extend the bundle MpGbH Vσ` Ñ GbK` Vσ`q
by gluing on a trivial bundle over MpG{H Ñ G{K´q; call this ξσ`` . The formal difference of ξσ``
and the trivial bundle Cdim Vσ` is a typical element of the summands ρRHrρs and pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s
figuring in Theorem 4.1(a). For Theorem 4.1(b), one similarly forms a virtual bundle ξσ´´ from
a K´-representation σ´ trivial on H. That the product pξσ´´ ´Cdim Vσ´ q b pξσ`` ´Cdim Vσ` q should
be zero follows by noting the first factor is zero over MpG{H Ñ G{K´q and the second over
MpG{H Ñ G{K`q.
The map RH ÝÑ K1G M admits the following description. Given an H-representation σ, use
Bott periodicity to send the class of the bundle GbH Vσ to an element of K0GS2pG{Hq, and then
pull back to an element of K0GpSMq along the suspension of the map M SpG{Hq collapsing
each of the end-caps G{K˘ to a point.
The geometric significance of the class βpρq P K1pK{Hq, for ρ a K-representation trivial on H,
is as the class of the bundle on SpK{Hq obtained by gluing trivial bundles Vρ over two copies of
7the cone CpK{Hq along the boundary K{H via the identification pkH, vq „ `kH, ρpkqv˘ [Hod75,
Cor. 10.1].
As promised, we also compute Bredon cohomology.
Proposition 2.7. Let X be the double mapping cylinder of the projections pi˘ : G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘ and
F : tquotients G{Γu ÝÑ Ab a coefficient system. Then the Bredon cohomology Hě2G pM; Fq is zero and one
has group isomorphisms
H0GpM; Fq – FpG{K´q ˆ
FpG{Hq
FpG{K`q, H1GpM; Fq –
˜
FpG{Hq
im FppiK´q ` im FppiK`q
¸
r1s.
Proof. This follows from Proposition A.12 since HG˚pG{Γ; Fq “ H0GpG{Γ; Fq “ FpG{Γq.
Remark 2.8. Once one knows Proposition 2.7 (which is not hard to prove directly), it is tempting
to apply the equivariant Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence of Matumoto [Mat73], which has
Ep,q2 “ HpGpM; Eqq and converges to E˚M: because only the first two columns of E2 are popu-
lated, the sequence collapses. The resulting isomorphism gr‚ E˚M – HG˚pM; E˚q is the additive
structure underlying Proposition A.12.
2.2. Mapping tori
By the classification result cited in the introduction, if the orbit space of a cohomogeneity-one
action is a circle, the space acted on is the mapping torus of the right translation rn by some
element n P NGpKq on G{K, and hence actually a smooth manifold.
Corollary 2.9. Let M be the mapping torus of the right translation by n P NGpKq on a homogeneous space
G{K of a Lie group G with finitely many components. Let ` be the least positive natural number such that
n` lies in the identity component of NGpKq. Then one has K˚S1- and pRGb K˚S1q-algebra isomorphisms
KG˚
`
M;Zr`´1s˘ “ K˚S1 b RpKqxrn˚ y bZr`´1s,
K˚
`
M;Zr`´1s˘ “ K˚S1 b K˚pG{Kqxrn˚ y bZr`´1s,
respectively, where the K˚S1-module structure is given by pullback from M{G in both cases and the RG-
algebra structure is induced by the inclusion K ãÝÝÑ G.
Proof. This is just the application of Proposition A.5 to the cases E˚ “ KG˚, K˚. To bypass this level
of generality, we could also use the transfer map in K-theory directly.
Example 2.10. Let G “ SOpnq and K “ SOp2q. Then NGpKq has two components, represented
by the identity matrix and the block-diagonal w “ r1s‘n´3 ‘ r´1s ‘ “ 0 11 0 ‰, conjugation by which
corresponds to complex conjugation on Up1q under the standard identification. Thus w acts on
RSOp2q “ Zrt˘1s by t Ø t´1. To proceed integrally, rather than Corollary 2.9 we use the Mayer–
Vietoris sequence of the cover of M by two intervals overlapping at the endpoints. This is an
exact sequence
0 Ñ K0G M ÝÑ RKˆ RK ÝÑ RKˆ RK ÝÑ K1G M Ñ 0
where the middle map is pa, bq ÞÝÑ pa ´ b, a ´ wbq. Since the first map is diagonal, the middle
map may be replaced with φ : RK ÝÑ RK taking a ÞÝÑ a´ wa. Thus K0G M – ker φ “ RpKqxwy “
8Zrt ` t´1s and K1G M – coker φ “ Zrt˘1s{Zttn ´ t´n : n P Nu. Since the denominator of K1G M
induces on the numerator precisely the relations t´n ” tn, a set of coset representatives is given
by Zt1, t, t2, t3, . . .u. Writing q “ t` t´1, one sees
r1s qÞÝÑ rts ` rt´1s “ 2rts, rts qÞÝÑ rt2 ` 1s qÞÝÑ rt3 ` 3ts qÞÝÑ rt4 ` 4t2 ` 3s qÞÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
and generally qn ¨ rts has leading term rtn`1s, so K1G
`
M;Zr1{2s˘ is a free cyclic K0G`M;Zr1{2s˘-
module on r1s. Note that with Z coefficients, K1G M is actually not a free K0G M-module.
3. Restrictions of representation rings
The promised more precise descriptions of KG˚ M depend crucially on representation theory.
Definition 3.1. If Γ is any group, we write Γ1 for its commutator subgroup and Γab for its abelian-
ization. We have a functorial short exact sequence 1 Ñ Γ1 Ñ Γ Ñ Γab Ñ 1. The center of Γ is
denoted by ZpΓq and the connected component of the identity element by Γ0. If two groups
Π and A contain a subgroup F central in both, we write ΠbF A for the balanced product
pΠ ˆ Aq{ p f , f´1q : f P F(. If Γ is a connected, compact Lie group and F is the intersection
of Γ1 and ZpΓq0, we have a virtual decomposition Γ – Γ1 bF ZpΓq0.
A representation ring RΓ is augmented over Z by the map taking a representation to its
dimension. Given a commutative ring k, the category of augmentation-preserving maps of aug-
mented k-algebras is pointed in the sense it admits k as a zero object. The kernel of the augmen-
tation A ÝÑ k is denoted IA, or, if A “ RΓ is a representation ring, IΓ. The quotient k-module
IA{pIAq2, the module of indecomposables, is written QA. Specializing the general definition of
exactness in a pointed category, a sequence of augmented k-algebras A
fÑ B gÑ C is said to be
exact at B if ker g “ f pIAqB. A short exact sequence k Ñ A ÝÑ B ÝÑ C Ñ k of augmented k-
algebras is said to be split if there exists a section C B inducing an isomorphism Ab
k
C „ÝÑ B.
3.1. The splitting lemma
We need a refinement of the following splitting lemma due to Hodgkin.
Theorem 3.2 ([Hod75, Prop. 11.1]). Given any compact, connected Lie group K with free abelian fun-
damental group, the sequence
ZÑ RKab ÝÑ RK ÝÑ RK1 Ñ Z
induced by abelianization is split exact.
This essentially allows us to factor out the representation ring of the connected component of
the center of a Lie group. We actually want to factor out an arbitrary central torus. In order for
this to work we need RK1 to be a polynomial ring, or equivalently, that K1 is a direct product of
simply-connected groups and odd special orthogonal groups [Ste75].
Proposition 3.3. Let K be a compact, connected Lie group such that RK1 is a polynomial ring, K a
connected subgroup with free abelian fundamental group, and A a central torus meeting K in a finite
subgroup F. Then the sequence
ZÑ RpA{Fq ÝÑ RK ÝÑ RK Ñ Z
9induced by the exact sequence 1 Ñ K Ñ K Ñ A{F Ñ 1 is split exact. The splitting is not natural.
If H is a closed, connected subgroup of K also containing A and H “ K X H contains F, then the
splittings can be chosen compatibly so that RK ÝÑ RH is identified with RK b RpA{Fq ÝÑ RH b
RpA{Fq if
(i) the restriction RK ÝÑ RH is a surjection of polynomial rings or
(ii) the restriction RK ÝÑ RH is an injection.
Proof. The proof of the first paragraph is the same as Hodgkin’s, but we reproduce it to verify
it still works if K is not semisimple. From the assumption RK1 is a polynomial ring, it follows
from this lemma applied in the case K “ K1 and A “ ZpKq0 that RK is the tensor product
of a polynomial ring and a ring of Laurent polynomials.3 The restriction K ˆ A ÝÑ K of the
multiplication of K is a surjective homomorphism with kernel the antidiagonal νF “  p f , f´1q :
f P F( inducing the evident isomorphism K bF A „ÝÑ K. Pulling back, representations of K
can be identified with those representations of Kˆ A whose kernel contains νF. The projections
Kˆ A A A{F give us the first map RpA{Fq RpKˆ Aq in the display.
For the second map, it will suffice to lift a list pρjq of representations of K forming a minimal
set of polynomial and Laurent generators for RK, making sure the lifts of the Laurent generators
are still units. To lift an irreducible ρ : K ÝÑ AutCn to a representation of K ˆ A trivial on νF,
note that since F is central, multiplication by each element of ρpFq is K-module endomorphism of
Cn, and hence by Schur’s lemma, a constant times idCn , so ρ|F is a direct sum of n copies of some
one-dimensional representation σ¯ : F ÝÑ S1. Since Homp´, S1q is exact and F a subset of A, we
see σ¯ is the restriction of some σρj : A ÝÑ S1. For each j fix a representation rρj :“ ρj b pσρjq‘n of
Kˆ A in Cn taking pk, aq ÞÝÑ σρjpaq idCn ¨ρjpkq. This rρj vanishes on νF by construction and restricts
to ρj on K. In case ρj : K ÝÑ S1 was one of the Laurent generators, then n “ 1, so rρj is still a
one-dimensional representation and hence invertible.
It remains to show the map is an isomorphism. We have maps
RKb RpA{Fq φÝÑ RK RKb RA,
where φ comprises the maps we have just constructed and the second map comes from the
covering K ˆ A ÝÑ K and the natural identification RpK ˆ Aq – RK b RA. Since A ÝÑ A{F
is surjective, HompA{F, S1q ÝÑ HompA, S1q and hence RpA{Fq ÝÑ RA are injective. Hence the
composition is injective on elements of the form pp~ρqb θ, where pp~ρq is a Laurent monomial in the
generators ρj and θ P HompA{F, S1q. As such elements form a Z-basis for RKbRpA{Fq, we find φ
is injective. To see it is surjective, let any element ppρjq b θ P RpKˆ Aq vanishing on νF be given;
such elements form a Z-basis for the image of RK RK b RA. The element can be rewritten
ppρjq b θ “ pprρjq ¨ p1b θ1q for some other θ1 P HompA, S1q. Moreover, 1b θ1 : pk, aq ÞÝÑ θ1paq is
trivial on νF since ppρq b θ and pprρjq are, so θ1 is trivial on F and hence descends to an element
of RpA{Fq. Thus ppρjq b θ “ φ
`
ppρjq b θ1
˘
.
Now we bring in H.
(i) There is a natural map from 1 Ñ H Ñ H Ñ A{F Ñ 1 to the exact sequence for K, inducing a
map of short exact sequences of representation rings. If RK ÝÑ RH is a surjection of polynomial
3 There is no circularity; one runs through this proof in the case K “ K1 is semisimple, then once again in the
general case. If this makes one uncomfortable, one can cite Hodgkin’s Theorem 3.2, noting that his proof never uses
the assumption K1 be simply-connected, but just that RK1 is a polynomial ring.
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rings, then a choice of splitting RK ÝÑ RH as in Lemma 3.6 determines a compatible splitting
RH1 ãÑ RH1rρ¯1, . . . , ρ¯rk K´rk Hs „ÝÑ RK1 Ñ RK Ñ RH.
(ii) We have already seen that RK ÝÑ RK and RH ÝÑ RH are surjections with kernels generated
by the image of IpA{Fq. It follows RK ÝÑ RH is a monomorphism which can be identified with
the reduction of RK ÝÑ RH modulo IpA{Fq. Let a splitting φ of RH RH be given, and
consider the image R of the composition RK RH RH. By definition, the subring generated
by R and the image of the natural map RpA{Fq ÝÑ RH is abstractly isomorphic to RKb RpA{Fq
and surjects onto the image of RK RH, so this subring is the image of RK ÝÑ RH.
3.2. Lemmas for odd spheres
The results we need for the case K{H is odd-dimensional all follow from this splitting once we
show RK ÝÑ RH is surjective.
Proposition 3.4. Let H ď K be connected, compact Lie groups such that K{H « S1 and RK1 is a
polynomial ring. Then RK ÝÑ RH is a surjection and can be written
RHrt˘1s t ÞÑ1ÝÝÑ RH,
where t : Kab Kab{Hab „ÝÑ Up1q pulls back one of the generators of RpKab{Habq and is transcendental
over RH.
Proof. Consider the diagram
1 // H1 //

H //

Hab

// 0
1 // K1 // K //

Kab

// 0
K{H // K{K1H,
(3.1)
whose first two rows are exact sequences and whose first two rows and second column are
fibrations. Since pi2 of a Lie group or a torus is zero, and pi1H1 and pi1K1 are finite, we see
pi1pK{Hq bQ Ñ pi1pK{K1Hq bQ is an isomorphism, so the torus Kab{Hab “ K{K1H is a circle.
Particularly it is one-dimensional, so counting other dimensions, dim K1 “ dim H1, meaning
K1{H1 is a connected 0-manifold and hence K1 “ H1.
The exact sequences of representation rings resulting from the first two rows of (3.1) split by
Proposition 3.3. These splittings are not natural, but since RK1 ÝÑ RH1 is an isomorphism, we
can choose the liftings compatibly so that the following diagram commutes:
RKab b RK1
„
Z // RKab //
;;

RK //

RK1 //
cc

Z
Z // RHab
##
// RH // RH1
{{
// Z.
RHab b RH1
„
OO
(3.2)
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Since RKab ÝÑ RHab is induced by the inclusion Hab ãÝÝÑ Kab of a codimension-1 subtorus and
injections of tori admit retractions, we have RKab – RHab b RpKab{Habq – RHabrt˘1s and the
result follows.
Proposition 3.5. Let H ď K be connected, compact Lie groups such that K{H is a sphere of odd dimension
3 or more and RK1 is a polynomial ring. Then RK ÝÑ RH is a surjection and if a subgroup of K surjecting
on the image of K ÝÑ Homeo K{H is simply-connected, then RK ÝÑ RH can be written as
RHrρ¯s ρ¯ ÞÑ0ÝÝÑ RH,
where ρ¯ is transcendental over RH and equals ρ´ dim ρ for a K-representation ρ trivial on H such that
the induced continuous map K{H ÝÑ U represents the fundamental class of K{H.
Proof. In (3.1) the bottom map now is a fibering of an odd sphere over a torus, which is only
possible if the torus in question is zero-dimensional. Thus Hab ÝÑ Kab is a homeomorphism,
so H1 “ kerpH Ñ Habq and H X K1 “ kerpH Ñ K Ñ Kabq are equal. Since K{K1H is trivial
and the fiber of the trivial map K{H ÝÑ K{K1H is K1H{H Ø K1{pK1 X Hq “ K1{H1, it follows
K1{H1 ÝÑ K{H is a homeomorphism. By Proposition 3.7, one has RK1 ÝÑ RH1 a surjection, and
by Lemma 3.6 it is of the form RH1rρ¯s „ÝÑ RK1 Ñ RH1 if the group rK1eff of that lemma can be
taken simply-connected, so Proposition 3.3(i) applies with A the maximal central torus of H and
K “ K1 and H “ H1.
To show the generator has claimed property, recall that the Hodgkin map β : RΓ ÝÑ K˚Γ
is functorial, factors through the module of indecomposables QRΓ, and induces isomorphisms
ΛZrQRΓs „ÝÑ K˚Γ if pi1Γ is torsion-free, as we now assume pi1K (and hence pi1H) is. Thus
i˚ : K˚K ÝÑ K˚H is a surjection. Then a result of Minami [Min75, Prop. 4.1] says K˚pK{Hq is
the exterior algebra on the homotopy class βpρq of the composition K{H Ñ UpVρq ãÑ U for an
element ρ P RK whose class in QRK generates ker QpRK Ñ RHq.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose we are given a surjection ϕ : A B of polynomial rings augmented over a
commutative base ring k, in n ` m and n indeterminates respectively. Then there are an augmented k-
subalgebra A1 ă A such that ϕ|A1 is an isomorphism and elements f1, . . . , fm P ker ϕ such that the
abstract A1-algebra homomorphism A1rx1, . . . , xms ÝÑ A sending the fresh indeterminates xi to fi is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Picking n algebra generators in the augmentation ideal IB for B and arbitrary preimages
in IA yields a homomorphism splitting ϕ, whose image we call A1. It is not hard to check the lift
in IA of the kernel of the induced map Qϕ : QA QB of free k-modules is ker ϕ` pIAq2, so
that a k-module basis p f¯iqmi“1 for ker Qϕ may be represented by some m elements fi P ker ϕ. To
see the map A1rx1, . . . , xms ÝÑ A of polynomial rings is an isomorphism, it is enough to note that
the induced map of indecomposables QA1 ‘ ktx¯iu „ÝÑ QA1 ‘ kt f¯iu also is, by construction.
Proposition 3.7. If K{H « S2n´1 for n ą 1, and RK1 is a polynomial ring, then the maps RK1 ÝÑ RH1
figuring in Proposition 3.5 are augmentation-preserving surjections.
Proof. Recall K1 is a direct product of simply-connected simple groups and odd special orthogonal
groups [Ste75]. The action of K1 on K1{H1 « S2n´1 induces a homomorphism K1 ÝÑ Homeo S2n´1
whose image we name K1eff. The induced surjection k1 ÝÑ k1eff of semisimple Lie algebras splits.
The exact sequence of the fibration K1 Ñ K Ñ Kab implies the finite group pi1K1 vanishes, so
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there is some subgroup rK1eff of K1 such that the composition rK1eff ãÑ K1 K1eff is a finite covering.
The structure theorem for connected, compact Lie groups thus implies rK1eff is a direct factor of
K1, say K – rK1eff ˆ L. Note L lies in the kernel of K1 K1eff, and so particularly is contained
within H1, so that H1 – rH1eff ˆ L, where rH1eff :“ H1 X rK1eff. Thus we may write RK1 ÝÑ RH1 as
idRLbpRrK1eff ÝÑ R rH1effq and we need only analyze the last factor. Augmentation-preservation is
just the fact restriction of representations preserves dimension. It remains to show surjectivity of
RrK1eff ÝÑ R rH1eff. This comes down to a short case analysis, as the entire list of expressions for an
odd-dimensional sphere as the orbit of an effective action of a compact, connected Lie group is
the following [Bes87, Sect. 7.3][GWZ08, Table C, p. 104]:
S4n´1 “ Sppnq
Sppn´ 1q “
Up1q b
Z{2
Sppnq
∆Up1q b
Z{2
Sppn´ 1q “
Spp1q b
Z{2
Sppnq
∆Spp1q b
Z{2
Sppn´ 1q ,
S2n´1 “ Upnq{Upn´ 1q “ SUpnq{SUpn´ 1q “ SOp2nq{SOp2n´ 1q,
S15 “ Spinp9q{Spinp7q,
S7 “ Spinp7q{G2.
(3.3)
Our task is made easier by the λ-ring structure on Rp´q induced by exterior powers: because the
rings in question are largely generated by exterior powers of the standard representation σ, most
of the work is done when we find σ in the image.
• For RSppnq ÝÑ RSppn´ 1q we have σ ÞÝÑ σ` 2 and for RSUpnq ÝÑ RSUpn´ 1q we have
σ ÞÝÑ σ` 1. As σ generates RSppnq and RSUpnq as λ-rings, we are already done in these
cases.
• Writing RSpinp2nq ÝÑ RSpinp2n ´ 1q as Zrσ, . . . ,λn´2σ,∆´,∆`s ÝÑ Zrσ, . . . ,λn´2σ,∆s,
where σ is the composition of the double cover with the defining representation of the
special orthogonal group, ∆˘ are the half-spin representations, and ∆ is the spin represen-
tation, we have σ ÞÝÑ σ` 1 and ∆˘ ÞÝÑ ∆ [BtD85, Prop. VI.6.1].
• The restriction RSOp2nq ÝÑ RSOp2n´ 1q is surjective because representations of SOp2n´ 1q
descend from representations of Spinp2n´ 1q such that ´1 P Spinp2n´ 1q acts trivially, and
we have just seen the map RSpinp2nq ÝÑ RSpinp2n´ 1q is surjective.
• For RSpinp7q ÝÑ RG2, or Zrσ,λ2σ, δs ÝÑ Zrσ, Ads, one has δ ÞÝÑ 1` σ, and σ ÞÝÑ σ, and
Ad “ λ2σ ÞÝÑ λ2σ “ σ`Ad [vL00].
• For RSpinp9q ÝÑ RSpinp7q, or Zrσ,λ2σ,λ3σ,∆s ÝÑ Zrσ,λ2σ, δs, one has ∆ ÞÝÑ δ ` σ ` 1
and σ ÞÝÑ δ` 1 [VZ09].
Remark 3.8. The two “exceptional” homogeneous spheres can be understood as follows. Recall
that the compact exceptional group G2 can be seen as the group of R-algebra automorphisms of
the octonionsO. The map G2 Spinp7q lifts the inclusion G2 ãÝÝÑ SOp7q arising from restriction
of the defining action to the subspace of pure imaginaries. For the map Spinp7q Spinp9q
yielding S15, since pi1Spinp7q “ 1, one lifts the spin representation δ : Spinp7q SOp8q to
Spinp7q Spinp8q, then follows with the map Spinp8q ãÝÝÑ Spinp9q double-covering the block-
inclusion SOp8q ‘ t1u ãÝÝÑ SOp9q. The author learned these explanations from Jason DeVito.
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3.3. Lemmas for even spheres
In case K{H is even-dimensional, the restriction RK ÝÑ RH makes the RH a free module of rank
two over RK.
Proposition 3.9. Let H ď K be connected, compact Lie groups of equal rank such that K{H is an even-
dimensional sphere and the semisimple component K1 is the direct product of a simply-connected group
and SOpoddq factors. Then RH is a free RK-module of rank two.
Proof. Steinberg [Ste75], strengthening an earlier result of Pittie, shows that with our hypotheses,
RH is free of rank |WK|{|WH| over RK (he also provides a basis). To see the rank is two, note that
by completion [CF18, Thm. 5.3] this is also the rank of H˚pBH;Qq over H˚pBK;Qq, which is two
by the collapse of the Serre spectral sequence of K{H Ñ BH Ñ BK with rational coefficients.
To apply this we will often use the splitting in Proposition 3.3(ii) and for this we need to
check that the condition on the finite subgroup F is satisfied.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose a compact, connected Lie group K can be written as balanced product K bF A of
two subgroups A and K, where A is a central torus in K and F is finite, and H is a subgroup of K such
that K{H is a sphere S2n of positive even dimension. Then, writing H “ H X K, we have H – H bF A.
Proof. Since pi1S2n “ 0, it follows H must contain A, and it follows from the decomposition of
K that H and A together generate H. The preimage of H under the projection K ˆ A ÝÑ K is
FH ˆ A, so it follows K{FH « S2n. Since K{H ÝÑ K{FH is a finite covering, it follows FH “ H,
so H contains F. Thus one can write H – H bF A as claimed.
We will use this reduction in conjunction with a refinement due to Adem and Gómez of the
Steinberg basis theorem.
Theorem 3.11 (Adem–Gómez [AG12, Thm. 3.5]). Let G be a compact, connected Lie group with free
abelian fundamental group and pWjq a family of subgroups of W “ WG generated by reflections in positive
root systems pΦ`j q and including W and the trivial group 1. Suppose the sets WpΦ`j Ñ Φ`q :“ tw P
W : wΦ`j Ĺ Φ`u of coset representatives for W{Wj satisfy the property that given any Wj and Wk, there
is W` containing both and such that WpΦ`` Ñ Φ`q “ WpΦ`j Ñ Φ`q XWpΦ`k Ñ Φ`q. Then RT
admits an expression as a free pRTqW-module on a basis B in such a way that each pRTqWj is naturally
identified with pRTqW ¨ Bj for some Bj Ď B and given an inclusion Wj ď Wk, the corresponding inclusion
pRTqWj ãÝÝÑ pRTqWk is induced by an inclusion Bj ãÝÝÑ Bk of basis elements.
To apply this lemma in a number of cases, we invoke some elementary facts about extensions
of root systems.
Lemma 3.12. A lattice of Killing–Cartan type A2 extends to a G2 lattice in a unique way.
Proof. If view the A2 lattice as the vectors pa1, a2, a3q P Z3 with a1` a2` a3 “ 0, a new simple root
α in an extending G2 lattice must have length
?
6 and inner products with A2 lattice elements
divisible by 3. We would not rob the reader of the joy of verifying only S3-permutations of
˘p2,´1,´1q do the job.
Lemma 3.13. A lattice of Killing–Cartan type Dn extends to a Bn lattice in#
a unique way if n ‰ 4,
precisely two ways if n “ 4.
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Proof. The standard Dn lattice in Rn is spanned by roots ej ˘ ek, and so is given by those integer
linear combinations
ř
ajej of the standard basis vectors ej P Rn for which ř aj is even. A new
root α in an extending Bn lattice must have length 1 and inner product with all such vectors an
integer, but the only vectors satisfying this are generally ˘ej and additionally for B4 the vectorsř4
j“1˘ 12 ej. The standard Bn comes from adding a simple root of the first form to a Dn root system,
while it is easy to check the rows of the matrix»——–
1 ´1 0 0
0 1 ´1 0
0 0 1 ´1
´12 ´12 ´12 12
fiffiffifl
are indeed simple roots for a B4 root system.
The union of these two lattices contains an F4 root system»——–
0 1 ´1 0
0 0 1 ´1
0 0 0 1
1
2 ´ 12 ´12 ´ 12
fiffiffifl
and so generates an F4 lattice. Indeed, there are two distinct Spinp9q subgroups K˘ of the group
G “ F4 meeting in a Spinp8q “ H and satisfying this root data [GWZ08, Table E, p. 125]. The
resulting homotopy pushout is S25.
Lemma 3.14. The system of Weyl groups tWG, WK´, WK`, WH, 1u corresponding to the cohomogeneity-
one action in the preceding paragraph meets the hypotheses of Theorem 3.11.
Proof. We note that F4 is simply-connected. The coset condition of Theorem 3.11 is satified au-
tomatically if, in that notation, one of Wj and Wk contains the other, so we only need to check
that for Wj “ WK´ and Wk “ WK`, we can take W` “ WG. But, as is easy to ask a computer
to check [Car18], if one chooses the positive roots Φ`F4 of the F4 root system to be ej, ej ˘ ek,
and 12p1,˘1,˘1,˘1q and the positive roots Φ`K˘ of the smaller groups to be subsets of these,
then the sets tw P WF4 : wΦ`K˘ Ĺ Φ`F4u of coset representatives of WF4{WK˘ meet only in the
neutral element.
Lemma 3.15. The system of Weyl groups tWG, WK´, WK`, WH, 1u corresponding to the cohomogeneity-
one action in the preceding paragraph meets the hypotheses of Theorem 3.11.
We will need to apply Theorem 3.11 to one other case, the system of subgroups of Spp3q
given by block-diagonal K´ “ Spp2q ‘ Spp1q and K` “ Spp1q ‘ Spp2q, meeting in the diagonal
H “ Spp1q‘3. All share as a maximal torus T “ Up1q3. It is easy to see that the roots of the larger
groups in a diagonal maximal torus T “ Up1q‘3 ă Spp1q‘3 generate an C3 lattice, and under
the standard identification of WSpp3q with S3 ¸ t˘1u3 ă AutR3, the subgroups WK´ and WK`
become respectively xp1 2qy ¨ t˘1u3 and xp2 3qy ¨ t˘1u3 , while WH is simply t˘1u3.
Lemma 3.16. The system of Weyl groups tWG, WK´, WK`, WH, 1u corresponding to the cohomogeneity-
one action in the preceding paragraph meets the hypotheses of Theorem 3.11.
Proof. Note that Spp3q is simply-connected. As before, the only pair of containment-incomparable
subgroups under consideration is tWK´, WK`u, and one checks [Car18] the sets of coset repre-
sentatives tw P WC3 : wΦ`K˘ Ĺ Φ`C3u for WC3{WK˘ meet only in 1.
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4. Smooth double mapping cylinders
We put the algebra of the previous section to use to obtain the specializations promised.
4.1. The case when some isotropy quotient is odd-dimensional
In this subsection at least one isotropy quotient K˘{H is odd-dimensional.
Theorem 4.1. Let M be the double mapping cylinder of the quotient maps G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘ for closed,
connected subgroups H ă K˘ of a compact Lie group G such that K˘{H are spheres and pi1K˘ are free
abelian.
(a) Assume K`{H is odd-dimensional and K´{H is even-dimensional. If dim K`{H “ 1, then we have
an RG-algebra isomorphism
KG˚ M – RK´ ‘ pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s ă RHrt˘1s,
where RK` is identified with RHrt˘1s. If dim K`{H ě 3, then
KG˚ M – RK´ ‘ ρRHrρs ă RHrρs.
The products RK´ ˆ pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s ÝÑ pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s and RK´ ˆ ρRHrρs ÝÑ ρRHrρs are deter-
mined by the restriction RK´ RH.
(b) Assume that both K˘{H are odd-dimensional. If dim K˘{H “ 1, then
KG˚ M – RHrt˘1´ , t˘1` s
L
pt´ ´ 1qpt` ´ 1q,
where RK˘ – RHrt˘1˘ s and t˘ are the classes of the representations K˘ Ñ pK˘qab{Hab „ÝÑ Up1q. If
dim K´{H “ 1 and dim K`{H ě 3, then
KG˚ M – RpHqrt˘1, ρs
L
pρt´ ρq,
where RK´ – RHrt˘1s and RK` – RHrρs.
If dim K˘{H ě 3, then
KG˚ M – RHrρ´, ρ`s
L
pρ´ρ`q,
where RK˘ – RHrρ˘s.
Here above t is the class of the representation K` Ñ pK`qab{Hab „ÝÑ Up1q, and similarly for t˘.
Likewise, ρ is the reduction ρ´ dim ρ of a complex K`-representation ρ : K` ÝÑ UpVρq, trivial when
restricted to H, such that the class βpρq represented by the composition K`{H Ñ UpVρq ãÑ U generates
K1pK`{Hq, and similarly for ρ˘. In all cases the RG-module structure is induced by restriction.
Proof. We use the description of KG˚ M given in Theorem 2.1. In both cases, K
1
G M “ 0 since
RK` ÝÑ RH is surjective, so KG˚ M “ K0G M – RK´ RˆH RK
`.
(a) Recall from Theorem 4.11 that RK` ÝÑ RH is an injection and from Propositions 3.4 and
3.5 that the map RK´ „ÝÑ RHrρ¯s Ñ RH or RK´ „ÝÑ RHrt˘1s Ñ RH is reduction modulo pρ¯q or
pt´ 1q. We prove the latter case; the former is similar. Then the fiber product is the subring of
RHrt˘1s ˆ RK` consisting of the direct summands  pσ, σq P RK` ˆ RK`( and pt´ 1qRHrt˘1s ˆ
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t0u. We may identify the former with RK` ă RH ă RHrt˘1s and the latter with pt´ 1qRHrt˘1sC
RHrt˘1s and the two interact multiplicatively via the rule
σ ¨ pt´ 1q f ÐÑ pσ, σq ¨ `pt´ 1q f , 0˘ “ `pt´ 1qσ f , 0˘ÐÑ pt´ 1qσ f .
(b) We use Theorem 4.11 to make identifications RK´ – RHrt˘1s and RK` – RHrρ¯s such that
RK´ ÝÑ RH is reduction modulo t¯ “ t´ 1 and RK` ÝÑ RH modulo ρ¯; the other cases are the
same, mutatis mutandis. The fiber product can be identified as the subring of RHrt˘1s ˆ RHrρ¯s
comprised of the three direct summands pσ, σq P RH ˆ RH(, t¯RHrt˘1s ˆ t0u, t0u ˆ ρ¯RHrρ¯s.
Multiplication across summands is determined by the three rules
pσ, σq ¨ pt¯ f´, 0q “ pt¯ f´σ, 0q, pσ, σq ¨ p0, ρ¯ f`q “ p0, ρ¯ f`σq, pt¯ f´, 0q ¨ p0, ρ¯ f`q “ p0, 0q,
so the map to RHrt˘1, ρ¯s{pt¯ρ¯q sending pσ ` t¯ f´, σ ` ρ¯ f`q ÞÝÑ σ ` t¯ f´ ` ρ¯ f` pmod t¯ρ¯q is a ring
isomorphism.
Remark 4.2. This statement is obviously not the best possible, in that it could be expanded to
say something about what happens when the image of K˘ ÝÑ Homeo K˘{H comes from some
SOpoddq subgroup of K˘; however, this description would not have the clarity or ease of inter-
pretation of the statement of Theorem 4.1.
4.2. The case when both isotropy quotients are even-dimensional
As before, in this subsection M is the double mapping cylinder of the quotient maps G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ
G{K˘ for closed, connected subgroups H ă K˘ of a compact Lie group G such K˘{H are spheres.
In this subsection we additionally assume that K´, K`, and H have all three the same rank, or
equivalently that K˘{H are even-dimensional. We will not have to assume that pi1K˘ is free
abelian, but only that the commutator subgroup K1 is the direct product of a simply-connected
factor and a number of SOpoddq factors. This is equivalent [Ste75] to assuming RK1 is a polyno-
mial ring.
Occasionally we will write T for a maximal torus of some connected, compact Lie group Γ and
use that RΓ – pRTqWΓ by restriction [AH61, §4.4], where WΓ is the Weyl group of Γ. Particularly,
when K˘{H are even-dimensional spheres, RH “ pRTqWH is of rank two over RK˘ “ pRTqWK˘ ,
so WH is an index-two subgroup of each of WK˘.
We start with two similar reduction lemmas which will save us time later.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose K˘, H are compact and connected and there are groups K˘ ď K˘ and L, H ď H
such that K˘ “ K˘ ˆ L and H “ Hˆ L (we then write for short pK˘, Hq “ pK˘, Hq ˆ L), and write M
for the double mapping cylinder of G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘. Then KG˚pMq – KG˚pMq b RL.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 since the map RK´ ˆ RK` ÝÑ RH factors as pRK´ ˆ
RK` ÝÑ RHq b idRL.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose K˘, H are compact and connected and there are groups K˘ ď K˘ and A, H ď H
such that A is a torus central in K˘ and meeting H in a finite subgroup F “ AXH, so that H “ HˆF A.
Then K˘ “ K˘ ˆF A as well. Writing M for the double mapping cylinder of G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘, we have
KG˚pMq – KG˚pMq b RpA{Fq.
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Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 3.3 since the map RK´ ˆ RK` ÝÑ RH
factors as pRK´ ˆ RK` ÝÑ RHq b idRpA{Fq.
After these lemmas, it will follow from a case analysis that most of the time we are in one of
two special situations. The easier of these two situtations is when K´ “ K`.
Proposition 4.5. Assume there exists n in the identity component NGpHq0 such that K` “ nK´n´1
and K´{H “ S2n is an even-dimensional sphere such that n ą 0 and the left K´-action is orientation-
preserving. Then
KG˚ M – RK´ b K˚S2n`1.
Proof. Note that in this case [GWZ08, p. 44], M is G-diffeomorphic to the homotopy pushout M1
of G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K´, so we may as well assume K` “ K´. Then we apply Theorem 2.1, noting
RK´ X RK` “ RK and that by Proposition 3.9,
RH
RK´ ` RK` “
RK´t1, ρu
RK´ – RK
´tρu.
Remark 4.6. Forgetting the manifold itself and proceeding in terms of representation theory, we
could also have noted that if K ą H share a maximal torus and n lies in NGpHq0, then nKn´1 also
contains that torus, with respect to which WK “ WpnKn´1q.
Proceeding more topologically, on the other hand, we could note that if K` “ K´ “ K, then
the natural map BH ÝÑ BK allows us to define a sphere bundle SpK{Hq Ñ MG Ñ BK. The proof
of the analogue for Borel cohomology [CGHM18, Prop. 5.2] proceeded by showing this bundle
was cohomologically trivial.
Remark 4.7. It is interesting to note that if we do not have K` “ K´, then H “ K´XK`. To see this,
consider that pK´ X K`q{H Ñ K`{H Ñ K`{pK´ X K`q is a fibering of a sphere over a simplicial
complex whose fiber is none of S1, S3, or S7, then either the base or the fiber is trivial [Bro63].
It is also interesting that this distinction does not aid our computation, by Proposition 4.5, as
it is not invariant under conjugacy of one group. For example, the block-diagonal subgroup
H “ r1s ‘ SOp4q ‘ r1s of G “ SOp6q is the intersection of K´ “ SOp5q ‘ r1s and K` “ r1s ‘ SOp5q,
but K˘ are conjugate via an obvious signed permutation matrix in NGpHq0.
The other easy-to-manage special case follows from a less trivial product decomposition.
Proposition 4.8. Let connected, compact Lie groups K˘ ą H˘ be such that K˘{H˘ “ S2n˘ are even-
dimensional spheres. Write H “ H´ ˆ H` and consider it in the natural way as a subgroup of K´ “
K´ ˆ H`, of K` “ H´ ˆ K`, and of G “ K´ ˆ K`. Then if M is the double mapping cylinder of
G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘, we have
KG˚pMq – RH bΛrzs
for a generator z of degree 1.
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, we know RH˘ is free of rank two over RK˘, say on bases t1, σ˘u.
Then RK´, RK`, and RH are free over A “ RK´b RK` respectively on the bases t1b 1, 1b σ`u,
t1b 1, σ´ b 1u, and t1b 1, σ´ b 1, σ` b 1, σ´ b σ`u. It follows RH{pRK´ ` RK`q is the free cyclic
A-module on σ´ b σ`.
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Remark 4.9. The manifold M is a sphere S2n´`2n``1 under these conditions.4 Indeed, the fiber
over ´1 is S2n´ , that over 1 is S2n` , and in the interior it is the product of the two, so M is the
join S2n´ ˚ S2n` « ΣpS2n´ ^ S2n`q.
Example 4.10. We use Proposition 4.5 to compute the equivariant cohomology of the space M
arising from the inclusion diagram pG, K´, K`, Hq “ `Spp2q, Spp1q2, Spp1q2, Spp1q ˆ Up1q˘. The
Mayer–Vietoris sequence shows H˚pM;Zq – H˚pS3;Zq b H˚pS4;Zq [Püt09, Sect. 4.3], so from the
Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence we see K˚M – K˚S3 b K˚S4 as well. The restriction of the
defining representation σ of Spp1q ă Hˆ on H – C‘ jC to the maximal torus Up1q ă Cˆ is
t` t´1, where t is the defining representation, so
K1G M –
Zrσs bZrt˘1s
Zrσs bZrt` t´1s – Zrσs b tZrt` t
´1s – R`Spp1q2˘r1s.
as expected.
This action is equivariantly formal for Borel cohomology with integer coefficients [GM14,
Cor. 1.3], and from Corollary 2.2, it is equivariantly formal for KG˚ too, but it is illuminating to
show this explicitly by examining the forgetful map KG˚ ÝÑ K on the Mayer–Vietoris sequence of
the standard cover. By the snake lemma, this amounts to checking the maps RΓ „ÝÑ K0GpG{Γq Ñ
K0pG{Γq taking a representation Vρ of Γ to the bundle G bΓ Vρ ÝÑ G{Γ are surjective for Γ P
tK˘, Hu.5 It is not hard to check this map takes 1b t P R`Spp1qˆUp1q˘ to the tautological bundle
γ over CP3 and 1 b σ P R`Spp1q2˘ to the tautological bundle ξ over HP1.6 Since H˚pCP3q “
Zrcs{pc3q, where c “ c1pγq, and c1 induces an isomorphism rK0CP1 „ÝÑ H2CP1, this gives us
surjectivity for H. As for K˘, since σ restricts to Up1q as t` t´1, we see the pullback of ξ over CP3
is γ‘ γ_. The total Chern class 1` c2pτq P H˚HP1 hence pulls back to p1` cqp1´ cq “ 1´ c2 P
H˚CP3. The Serre spectral sequence of S3{S1 Ñ CP3 Ñ HP1 collapses for degree reasons, so
that H4HP1 Ñ H4CP3 is injective, so since ´c2 generates H4CP3, also c2pτq generates H4HP1. AsrK0S4 – rK4S4 – rK0S0 “ Z and the Chern character is a natural isomorphism K˚ ÝÑ H˚p´;Qq on
finite complexes, it follows rτs generates rK0S4 as needed.
Theorem 4.11. Let M the double mapping cylinder of the quotient maps G{H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{K˘ for closed,
connected subgroups H ă K˘ of a compact Lie group G such that the commutator subgroups of K˘ are
products of simply-connected groups and SOpoddq factors and K˘{H are even-dimensional spheres. Then
we have an RG-algebra isomorphism
KG˚ M – pRK´|H X RK`|Hq bΛrzs,
for a generator z of degree 1, where the injections RK˘ ÝÑ RH are given by restriction of representations
and the RG-module structure is induced by restriction.
If K˘ and H are semisimple, there is a natural and conceptually appealing proof, at least
rationally. Given that the same cannot be said of the integral case, which along the way generates
something undesirably close to a classification, we present this more pleasing proof first.
4 This will also hold if either sphere or both is odd-dimensional.
5 In fact, applying the module structure in Theorem 2.1 to both sequences, it would be enough just to see K0G M ÝÑ
K0 M is surjective, and once we know K1pG{Hq “ K1CP3 “ 0, it would suffice to prove RK ÝÑ K0pG{Kq is surjective,
but the same proof involves both maps.
6 Note Spp2q ÝÑ S7 given by A ÞÝÑ A ¨ “ 01 ‰ has stabilizer Spp1q ‘ 1 and transforms the action of 1‘ Spp1q to scalar
right-multiplication on S7 Ĺ H2, so the total spaces of the bundles are S7 bSpp1q H and S7 bUp1q C.
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Rational proof in the case pi1H “ 0. We have the identifications K0G M – RK´|H X RK`|H – pRTqΞ
already, so by Theorem 2.1 it remains only to show K1GpM;Qq is a free cyclic module over R “
pRTqxWK´,WK`ybQ. For this, we need only find an element σ P RpH;Qq :“ RHbQ such that x ÞÑ
xσ is an R-module isomorphism R ÝÑ RpT;QqWH{`RpT;QqWK´ ` RpT;QqWK`˘. By assumption,
WK˘{WH “ xw˘ ¨WHy are cyclic of order two. Since RH bQ is a polynomial ring and RK˘ b
Q – pRHqxw˘y bQ is as well, it follows from the Chevalley–Shephard–Todd theorem [NS02,
Thm. 7.1.4] that w˘ act as reflections on the vector space QRH bQ, so D2k “ xw´, w`y acts
on QRH bQ as a reflection group as well, so by Chevalley–Shephard–Todd again, R too is a
polynomial ring. By Chevalley’s theorem [NS02, Thm. 7.2.1], RH bQ is free over R, and writing
ICR for the augmentation ideal, the algebra of coinvariants pRHbQq{I ¨ pRHbQq is isomorphic
to the regular representation, or in other words the group ring QD2k, in such a way that
RH bQ – Rb
Q
QD2k
as a representation of D2k. Note that we can also write D2k “ xr, sy for s :“ w` and r :“ w`w´, so
pQD2kqw` “ p1` sqpCD2kq “ C
 p1` sqr`( and pQD2kqw´ “ p1` srqpCD2kq “ C p1` srqr`(. Thus
the isomorphism takes RpK´;Qq ` RpK`;Qq to
Rb
Q
Q
 p1` sqr`, p1` srqr`( “ Rb
Q
!ÿ
a`r` ` b`sr` : a`, b` P Q,
ÿ
a` “
ÿ
b`
)
.
This is a free R-submodule of corank one in the group ring RbQ QD2k, and the quotient is the
free R-module generated by the class of any of r` or sr`.
The proof in the general case is factored into as many Lie-theoretic lemmas as possible but
still seems to unavoidably be a bit of a slog.
Proof of Theorem 4.11. The proof is essentially a case analysis. Note that the images of the action
maps α˘ : K˘ ÝÑ Homeo K˘{H are by definition effective and hence must be SOp2n ` 1q or
G2, with the image of H being SOp2nq or SUp3q respectively [Bes87, Sect. 7.3][GWZ08, Table C,
p. 104]. The effective image H˘eff “ α˘pHq of H, in particular, determines those of K˘ uniquely
up to isomorphism. Most of the proof involves analyzing the configurations of these preimages
after stripping away extra tensor factors. The recurrent phrases “factor out RΠ” or “factor out
RpA{Fq” will mean to apply one of the reduction lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 as applicable and analyze
the remaining system of isotropy groups K´ Ð H Ñ K`.
The case neither of H˘eff is a circle
As K˘{H are even-dimensional spheres, the maximal central torus A is the same for each
group, and by Lemma 3.10 we can write K˘ – pK˘q1 bF A and H – H1 bF A for the same finite
subgroup F of H X A in such a way that the inclusions H ÝÝÝÝÑÑ K˘ factor as virtual product
maps of the form i˘ bF idA. Factoring out RpA{Fq we need only analyze KG˚pM1q for M1 the
homotopy pushout of G{pK˘q1 ÝÝÝÝÑÑ G{H1. We adopt the notational convenience of assuming the
groups of the original triple pK˘, Hq are simply-connected. Recall that a closed subgroup of a
simply-connected Lie group can be written as a direct product of closed subgroups of its simple
factors [BdS49, p. 205] and that normal subgroups can be written as products of simple factors
and finite central groups. For the maps α˘ and α˘|H in particular, if follows the kernels contain
all but one of these simple factors, or all but two in case H˘eff “ SOp4q – SOp3q2{
 ˘pI, Iq( is
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not simple. In any event, there are induced product decompositions K˘ – rK˘eff ˆ Π˘, whererK˘eff ãÑ K˘ K˘eff is a finite cover and Π˘ is a simply-connected group acting trivially on K˘{H,
and each of these is associated to a decomposition H – rH˘eff ˆΠ˘, where rH˘eff is the intersection
of H and image of rK˘eff.
Now we have two generic cases and a few exceptional cases to deal with.
• Suppose it is possible to select rK˘eff in such a way that rH`eff “ rH´eff “: rHeff fl Spinp8q.
Then Π` “ Π´ and we may factor out RΠ`. What remains is the pair of inclusions rHeff ÝÝÝÝÑÑrK˘eff of simple groups. But an inclusion SOp2nq ãÝÝÑ SOp2n` 1q for n ‰ 4 or SUp3q ãÝÝÑ G2
induces an inclusion of root lattices in a unique way by Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13. It follows that
the maps RrK˘eff ÝÝÝÝÑÑ R rHeff have the same image, so we are in the situation of Proposition 4.5.
• Suppose it is possible to select rK˘eff in such a way that rH`eff “ rH´eff “: rHeff – Spinp8q.
As in the previous item, we factor out RΠ via Lemma 4.3 and examine the images of
RrK˘eff ÝÝÝÝÑÑ R rHeff. If both lattice inclusions are standard, as in the previous item, we again
are in the situation of Proposition 4.5. Otherwise our B4 lattices are both those described
in Lemma 3.13 and together span an F4 lattice, so the intersection RK´ X RK` in RH “
RSpinp8q is RF4. By Lemma 3.15, then, RSpinp8q is free over RF4 on 1152{192 “ 6 ele-
ments and each RSpinp9q is free on 1152{384 “ 3 elements, so by arithmetic, R rHeff{pRrK´eff`
RrK`effq – RF4 – RrK´eff X RrK`eff as claimed.
• Suppose neither of H˘eff is isomorphic to SOp4q and it is impossible to select rK˘eff in such a way thatrH´eff “ rH`eff.
In this case it is possible to factorize H as rH´effˆ rH`effˆΠ forΠ a product of totally ineffective
factors, and K´ and K` must admit respective decompositions rK´eff ˆ rH`eff ˆΠ and rH´eff ˆrH`eff ˆΠ, so we may factor out RΠ and apply Proposition 4.8.
• Suppose at least one one of H˘eff is isomorphic to SOp4q and it is impossible to select rK˘eff in such a
way that rH´eff “ rH`eff.
We may suppose without loss of generality that it is H`eff which is isomorphic to SOp4q, so
that rH`eff – Spinp4q – Spp1q2. We have a dichotomy based on how many simple Spp1q factors
lie in rK´. If none lie in rK`, then rK` ă Π´, so we may factor out RΠ using Lemma 4.3 and
apply Proposition 4.8. Otherwise, suppose one Spp1q factor of rH` lies in rK´. Then rK´ must
contain another Spp1q factor as well and this factor must lie in H. Use Lemma 4.3 to factor
out RΠ for those factors Π of H that are ineffective under the actions of both of K˘ as
usual. What remains, the inclusions rH ÝÝÝÝÑÑ rK˘eff, can be identified with
Spp2q ˆ Spp1q ÐÝ Spp1q3 ÝÑ Spp1q ˆ Spp2q.
Then by Lemma 3.16, RSpp3q is free over R`Spp1q3˘ on 6 “ |S3| elements and each of RrK˘eff
is free on 3 elements, meaning R rHeff{pRrK´eff ` RrK`effq – RC3 – RrK´eff X RrK`eff as expected.
The case exactly one of H˘eff is a circle
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Without loss of generality, assume that rH´eff – Spinp2q and rH`eff fl Spinp2q. Then rK´eff –
Spinp3q fl rK`eff, and rH´eff ď ker α`, while rH`eff ď ker α´. Write Π for a complementary direct
factor of pK´q1, so that K´ – `Π ˆ rH`eff ˆ Spinp3q˘bF A for A “ ZpK´q0 and F “ pK´q1 X A.
Since im α´ – SOp3q is centerless, we have A ď ker α´ ă H, so that H is generated by the fac-
tors Π ˆ rH`eff ˆ Spinp2q and A. By Lemma 3.10 we may write K´ – `Π ˆ rH`eff ˆ Spinp3q˘bF A
H – `Π ˆ rH`eff ˆ Spinp2q˘bF A. Since K`{H « rK`eff{ rH`eff, it follows again by Lemma 3.10 that
K` – `Πˆ rK`effˆ Spinp2q˘bF A. Now factor out RpA{Fq and then RΠ and arrive at the hypothe-
ses of Proposition 4.8.
The case H˘eff are both circles
The intersection Π˘ of pK˘q1 with the ineffective ker α˘ admits a complement rK˘eff – Spinp3q
in pK˘q1 by assumption. Since im α˘ – SOp3q is simple and centerless, the center ZpK˘q is also
contained in ker α˘. This kernel is obviously contained in the stabilizer H as well, so Π˘ “
pΠ˘q1 ď H1. On the other hand, since α˘pHq – SOp2q is abelian, the commutator subgroup H1 is
contained in ker α˘, so Π˘ “ H1. As pi1K˘ is free abelian, we see K˘ –
`
H1 ˆ rK˘eff˘ ¨ ZpK˘q0 and
H – `H1 ˆ rH˘eff˘ ¨ ZpK˘q0. Now we will use Lemma 4.4 to remove a tensor factor corresponding
to A :“ `ZpK´q X ZpK`q˘0. As usual, the intersections of A with the virtual complements are
equal by Lemma 3.10 and all denoted F.
• Suppose A “ ZpK´q0 “ ZpK`q0.
In this case ZpHq{A is one-dimensional, so we may select rK˘eff in such a way that rH´eff “ rH`eff,
and after factoring out RpA{Fq, we are left with H “ H1ˆ Spinp2q ãÝÝÑ H1ˆ Spinp3q – K´ –
K`, so we may apply Proposition 4.5.
• Suppose ZpK´q0 ‰ ZpK`q0.
Write T for the two-dimensional torus rH´eff ¨ rH`eff in H. Then after factoring out A we have
to deal with the inclusions of H “ H1 ˆ T in pH1 ˆ rK˘effq ¨ S1, where idH1 factors out of these
inclusions, and we claim nothing particular about the two inclusions T rK˘eff ¨ S1. Use
Lemma 4.3 to factor out RH1, arriving at H “ T and K˘ – Spinp3q bF S1, where |F| ď 2.
The inclusions T ãÝÝÑ K˘ induce inclusions pRTqxw˘y ãÝÝÑ RT, where w˘ generates WK˘ –
Z{2. Identifying RT2 with the group ring ZX of the character group X “ XpTq “ HompT, S1q,
these can be seen as induced by two reflections of the vector space t_ – R2 which preserve
the integer lattice XpTq – Z2. Under this identification W “ xw´, w`y becomes a dihedral
subgroup D2k of GLp2,Zq. These are classified: they can only be D4, D6, D8, D12 and are
conjugate to the standard presentations for the Weyl groups of types D2 “ A1 ˆ A1, A2,
B2 “ C2, and G2 as well as a second D6 ă WG2 not generated by root reflections, which
hence does not occur [Tah71, Prop. 1][Mac96]. The root and weight lattices of these types in
R2 are fixed and it can be shown through examples that X can appear as any intermediate
lattice.
In all of these cases, we need to see Q “ RT{`pRTqxw´y ` pRTqxw`y˘ as a free cyclic module
over pRTqW . One is tempted is to use Theorem 3.11, but it can happen that RT is not free
over pRTqW . Instead our answer comes from the Stiefel diagram. The ring RT is free on the
Z-basis X. Quotienting by pRTqxw´y induces for each θ P Xxw´y the relation θ ” 0 and for
each θ R Xxw´y, since θ ` w´θ P pRTqxw´y, the relation w´θ ” ´θ. Likewise, quotienting
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by pRTqxw`y annihilates Xxw`y and induces relations w`θ ” ´θ for θ R Xxw`y. It follows Q
admits a Z-basis given by those characters of T lying in an open Weyl chamber C. On the
other hand pRTqW is spanned by orbit sums Sθ “ řwPW{ Stab θ wθ. These are indexed by Weyl
orbits of X, of which there is precisely one per character θ in the closed Weyl chamber C.
It can be checked for each lattice type that there is a “minimal” strongly dominant integral
weight λ0 such that θ ÐÑ θ ¨ λ0 is a bijection CXX ÐÑ CXX.7 Recall that if X is given the
partial order determined by setting σ ě θ just when θ lies in the convex hull of W ¨ σ, then
given σ, θ P XX C, the difference Spσθq ´ Sσ ¨ Sθ is a sum of terms of lower order [Ada69,
Prop. 6.36]. If we filter Q with respect to this order, then, it follows the pRTqW-module
structure on the associated graded module Q is given by Sσ ¨ θλ0 “ pσθqλ0, so Q is the free
cyclic pRTqW-module generated by λ0 as claimed.
Remark 4.12. It is interesting to note that all of the exceptional cases occur as the “degree-
generating actions” tabulated by Püttmann [Püt09, §5.2][GWZ08, Table E, p. 105]. The actions
of F4 on S25 and Spinp3q on S13 already came up in the “no circular isotropy” case, and the others
are among the “two circles” cases, as per the following examples.
Example 4.13. The dihedral group D4, a Coxeter group of Killing–Cartan type D2, is realized as
the Weyl group of a cohomogeneity-one action with H – T2 as follows. One has an isomorphism
SOp4q – Spinp3q b
Z{2
Spinp3q and can consider the diagram
G – SOp4q, K´ “ Spinp3q b
Z{2
Spinp2q, K` “ Spinp2q b
Z{2
Spinp3q, H “ Spinp2q b
Z{2
Spinp2q “ T.
Write rT “ Spinp2q ˆ Spinp2q and RrT “ Zrs, t, s´1t´1s. Then W “ WSOp4q – S2 ˆ t˘1u. Since
SOp4q is not simply-connected [Ste75], we see RT “ Zrs˘1t˘1s is not free over RSOp4q – pRTqW –
Zrs` s´1 ` t` t´1, st` s´1t´1, s´1t` st´1s illustrating the proof of the H˘eff “ SOp2q case in The-
orem 4.11 cannot be run through Theorem 3.11 in all cases.
Instead considering the two-fold covers inside G “ Spinp4q – Spinp3q2, one obtains a Weyl
group of type D2 again, but now RrT “ Zrs, t, s´1t´1s is free over RSpinp4q “ pRTqW – Zrs` s´1`
t` t´1, st` s´1t´1s, and one can apply Theorem 3.11 again. The space acted on is S2 ˚ S2 « S5.
Example 4.14. The dihedral group D6, a Coxeter group of Killing–Cartan type A2, is realized as
the Weyl group of a cohomogeneity-one action with H – T2 as follows. Consider the diagram
G “ Up3q, K´ “ Up2q ˆUp1q, K` “ Up1q ˆUp2q, H “ Up1q3.
In the notation of the proof of Theorem 4.11, the irrelevant torus A “ Z`Up3q˘ – S1 is the group
of diagonal matrices and F – xe2pii{3y. After factoring out RpA{Fq, one has the corresponding
subgroups of SUp3q, and the manifold is S7. The reduced K˘ are both isomorphic to Up2q, and
one has W “ WSUp3q “ S3 with w´ “ p1 2q and w` “ p2 3q. Since SUp3q is simply-connected
and it is easy to check the coset condition applies, one could also apply Theorem 3.11.
Example 4.15. The dihedral group D8, a Coxeter group of Killing–Cartan type BC2, is realized as
the Weyl group of a cohomogeneity-one action with H – T2 as follows. Consider the diagram
G – SOp5q, K´ “ Up2q ˆ t1u, K` “ SOp2q ˆ SOp3q, H “ SOp2q ˆ SOp2q ˆ t1u “ T,
7 If X is the lattice spanned by the fundamental weights dual to the roots of the root system for W, so that half the
sum of positive roots is an integral weight ρ, then [Ada69, Lem. 5.58] we have ρ “ λ0.
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where all subgroups are block-diagonal, Up2q‘t1u being embedded in the block-diagonal SOp4q‘
t1u in the expected manner. Then WG – S2 ¸ t˘1u2 is a Coxeter group of type B2 acting on t2 as
the dihedral group D8 and is generated by w´ “
`p1 2q, 1, 1˘ and w` “ pid, 1,´1q. Theorem 3.11
does not apply as stated, as SOp5q is not simply-connected, but the relevant part of Steinberg’s
proof [Ste75] only requires that RSOp5q be polynomial, which it is, and one can check the coset
condition holds.
One can also consider the cover
G “ Spinp5q “ Spp2q, K´ “ Up2q, K` “ Up1q ‘ Spp1q, H “ Up1q ‘Up1q “ T,
which generates the same W.
Example 4.16. The dihedral group D12, a Coxeter group of Killing–Cartan type G2, is realized as
the Weyl group of a cohomogeneity-one action with H – T2 as follows. Consider the adjoint
action of the compact exceptional group G2 on its Lie algebra g2 – R14. This restricts to an
action on the unit sphere S13 under the norm induced by the Killing form, and the orbits are
given by the intersection of S13 with a Weyl chamber in the Lie algebra t2 of a maximal torus,
cutting out an arc of the unit circle S1 Ĺ t2 of angle pi{6. The principal isotropy group fixing a
point on the interior of the arc is T2 itself and the singular isotropies fixing the endpoints are two
nonconjugate copies of Up2q [Miy01]. The reflections w˘ generate the dihedral group WG2 “ D12.
As G2 is simply-connected, one can check the coset condition and apply Theorem 3.11 again.
A. Generalities on mapping tori and Mayer–Vietoris
In this appendix we compute the cohomology of a mapping torus in some generality, using
a definition of cohomology theory strictly weaker than that arising from representability by a
homotopy-commutative ring spectrum, and prove some remarks about the Mayer–Vietoris se-
quence that hold in the same generality.
All maps will be equivariant with respect to a fixed topological group G and all G-spaces
come equipped with a G-fixed basepoint ˚. The wedge sum and smash product inherit the ex-
pected actions, and the closed unit interval I “ r0, 1s and circle S1 “ I{p0 „ 1q are basepointed
at 0 and equipped with the trivial G-action. We write CX “ I ^ X for the reduced cone and
ΣX “ CX{X “ S1 ^ X for the reduced suspension with induced actions.
Definition A.1. A reduced G-equivariant (Z-graded) cohomology theory is a contravariant graded
abelian group–valued homotopy functor rE˚ “ÀnPZ rEn on the category of pointed G–CW com-
plexes which takes a cofiber sequence A Ñ X Ñ X{A to an exact sequence of groups and
is equipped with a natural graded group isomorphism σ : rE˚X „ÝÑ rE˚`1ΣX of degree one,
the suspension. Such a theory comes automatically with an associated unreduced theory on G–
CW pairs given by E˚pX, Aq :“ rE˚pX{Aq and satisfying the Eilenberg–Steenrod axioms save
dimensionn [Mat73, §1]. A G-equivariant cohomology theory is said to be multiplicative if E˚
is instead valued in commutative graded algebras and the suspension axiom is replaced in the
following way. Note that E˚p˚,∅q “ rE0S0 is a commutative ring with unity 1 and the projections
piY,piX : Yˆ X ÝÑ Y, X induce a natural cross productrE˚Yb rE˚X ÝˆÑ rE˚pY^ Xq,
yb x ÞÝÑ piY˚y ¨ piX˚x.
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The new axiom is that there exist an element ς P rE1S1 such that the map σ : rE˚X „ÝÑ rE˚`1pS1^Xq
given by σpxq :“ ςˆ x is a natural isomorphism.
Remark A.2. It is typical in defining a multiplicative theory to require natural cross products
satisfying naturality axioms, but it seems simpler to demand cup products and instead note
these axioms all follow from the cga structure. The typical axiomization also demands sign-
commutativity of evident squares involving suspensions, but these are all consequences of the
uniform definition of suspension as a cross product and graded-commutativity. Unreduced the-
ories additionally require the cross product cooperate with the connecting maps from the long
exact sequences of a pair, but the connecting maps can be defined in terms of the suspension in
the unreduced theory, so the commutativity of these squares is again a formal consequence of
functoriality and the uniform definition of the suspension.
We do not demand our theories satisfy the wedge axiom. If we do, then rE˚ is represented
by a naive G-spectrum E, and we can ask if it is a homotopy-commutative ring spectrum, but
it seems it need not be. The cross products idEp ˆ idEq P Ep ^ Eq ÝÑ Ep`q are consistent with
suspension in the sense that the three canonical maps S1 ^ Ep ^ Eq ÝÑ Ep`q`1 defined in terms
of the suspensions and structure maps ΣEn ÝÑ En`1 agree, hence determining a map µ : E ^
E ÝÑ E. We would like µ to make E a ring spectrum, but by the Milnor exact sequence, it
is only defined as a coset of the image of limÐÝ
1 rE´1pEn ^ Enq in rE0pE ^ Eq. The equations for
unitality, commutativity, and associativity likewise can only be guaranteed to hold, respectively, if
certain elements, corresponding to rµpid^1q´ ids and rµp1^ idq´ ids in limÐÝ
1 rE´1En, to rµ´µ^ τs
in limÐÝ
1 rE´1pEn ^ Enq, and to rµpid^µq ´ µpµ ^ idqs in limÐÝ1 rE´1pEn ^ En ^ Enq, vanish. If those
elements do vanish, and E is bounded below with each homotopy group pinE finitely generated,
then the map in question is indeed a product [Rud98, Prop. III.7.3] and one recovers a homology
theory with all the associated cross products, slant products, cap products, Kronecker pairings,
and countless compatibility conditions.
A.1. Coverings and mapping tori
We reduce the cohomology of a mapping torus of a finite order map to that of a covering.
Lemma A.3. Let G be a compact Lie group and F a finite group, and let Z be a finite pG ˆ Fq–CW
complex such that the F-action on Z is free. Let E˚ be a Z-graded G-equivariant cohomology theory) such
that multiplication by |F| is invertible in EqpG{Kq for all closed subgroups K ď G. Then the projection
pi : Z ÝÑ Z{F induces an isomorphism
E˚pZ{Fq „ÝÑ E˚pZqF.
Proof. There is a equivariant Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence due to Matumoto [Mat73, §4],
functorial in and converging to the E˚-cohomology of a finite G–CW complex, whose E2 page
is Bredon cohomology HpGp´; Eqq with coefficients in E˚. Regarding Z as a G–CW complex, pi
induces a morphism of spectral sequences we will use to deduce the result.8
Let OrbG denote the category of orbits G{K (for K closed) and G-equivariant maps and Hn the
contravariant functor G{K ÞÝÑ HnpZKn , ZKn´1q and recall that the Bredon cohomology HG˚pX; Mq
8 Under Matumoto’s definitions, we are actually able to prove the isomorphism we want using the map on E1
pages, which themselves form cochain complexes calculating Bredon cohomology, but as this cochain complex seems
not to be part of the standard definition, we will start at E2.
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of a G–CW complex X with coefficients in a contravariant functor M : OrbG ÝÑ Ab is defined as
the cohomology of the complex CnGpZ; Mq :“ NatpHn, Mq of natural transformations Hn ÝÑ M.9
Note that the transfer maps induced by the restricted coverings ZKn ÝÑ pZn{FqK for each n and
K induce isomorphisms
Hom
´
Hn
`pZn{FqK, pZn´1{FqK˘, E˚pG{Kq¯ „ÝÑ Hom`HnpZKn , ZKn´1q, E˚pG{Kq˘F
by the assumption multiplication by |F| is invertible on each EqpG{Kq,10 so the homomorphism
C‚GpZ{F; E˚q ÝÑ C‚GpZ; E˚qF induced by pi is an isomorphism.
Note that multiplication by |F| is also invertible on C‚GpZ; E˚q and recall that given a cochain
complex C of F-modules in which multiplication by |F| is invertible, the inclusion CF ãÝÝÑ C
induces an isomorphism H˚pCFq „ÝÑ H˚pCqF, and multiplication by |F| is again invertible on
H˚pCq. This gives us the claimed isomorphism in Bredon cohomology. The action of F on Z,
since it commutes with that of G, induces the structure of a spectral sequence of F-algebras on
the sequence converging to E˚Z, so inductively applying the same recollection to each page,
we see pi˚ induces a pagewise isomorphism of one spectral sequence with the F-invariants of
the second, and so at E8 we recover an isomorphism gr E˚pZ{Fq „ÝÑ pgr E˚ZqF. But for any
filtered F-module N in which multiplcation by |F| is invertible, the inclusion NF ãÝÝÑ N induces
an isomorphism gr NF „ÝÑ pgr NqF, so the E8 map further factors through an isomorphism
gr E˚pZ{Fq „ÝÑ gr E˚pZqF. This is the associated graded map induced by E˚pZ{Fq ÝÑ E˚pZqF, so
as the filtration involved is finite, that map is an isomorphism as well [Boa99, Thm. 2.6].
Lemma A.4. Let Y be a G-space and ϕ a self-homeomorphism of Y commuting with the G-action and
such that some least finite power ϕ` is homotopic to idX, and write X for the mapping torus of ϕ. Let E˚ be
a Z-graded multiplicative equivariant cohomology theory such that ` is invertible in each E˚pG{Kq. Write
E˚ :“ E˚p˚q. Then
E˚X – E˚pYqxϕ˚y b
E˚
ΛE˚rzs
for a generator z of degree 1.
Proof. Note that X admits an `-sheeted cyclic covering Z by the mapping torus of ϕ`, which
is homeomorphic to the mapping torus Y ˆ S1 of the identity. This homeomorphism takes the
covering action to a Z{`-action on Yˆ S1 under which 1` `Z acts, up to homotopy, as py, θq ÞÝÑ`
ϕpyq, θ ` 2pi`
˘
, which, rotating the circle component, is in turn homotopic to py, θq ÞÝÑ `ϕpyq, θ˘.
It follows from the suspension axiom for rE˚ that E˚S1 – E˚ ‘ rE˚S1 – E˚ ‘ E˚r1s – ΛE˚rz1s for
z1 an E˚-module generator of rE˚S1 and that the natural map E˚S1 bE˚ E˚Y ÝÑ E˚pS1 ˆ Yq is a
ring isomorphism.11 The action of 1` `Z on E˚Y bE˚ E˚S1 – E˚Z is given by ab s ÞÝÑ ϕ˚ab s,
so applying Lemma A.3 yields the claim.
Proposition A.5. Let a cohomogeneity-one action of a compact, connected Lie group G on a smooth
manifold M be given with orbit space M{G « S1. Recall this means M is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic
9 The coboundary maps of the complex are defined formally analogously to the cellular coboundary.
10 This follows the same reasoning as for singular cochains [Hat02, Prop. 3G.1].
11 Explicitly, naturality of multiplication implies the suspension isomorphism rE˚pY`q ÝÑ rE˚`1pS1^Y`q is given by
multiplication by the pullback of z1, giving a natural nonunital ring isomorphism rE˚S1bE˚ rE˚pY`q ÝÑ rE˚pS1^Y`q.
From the cofiber sequence S1 _ Y` Ñ S1 ˆ Y` Ñ S1 ^ Y` we get E˚S1 bE˚ E˚pY`q „ÝÑ E˚pS1 ˆ Y`q and from
Y Ñ Y` Ô ˚ we get E˚S1 bE˚ E˚Y „ÝÑ E˚pS1 ˆYq.
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to the mapping torus of right multiplication rn : G{K Ñ G{K by some element n P NGpKq and let ` be the
minimum positive integer such that n` lies in the identity component of NGpKq. Suppose E˚ is a Z-graded
equivariant cohomology theory such that ` is invertible in each E˚pG{Kq. Then one has a graded ring
isomorphism
E˚M – E˚pG{Kqxrn˚ y b
E˚
ΛE˚rz1s, |z1| “ 1.
Proof. Note that r`n is homotopic to idG{K and apply Lemma A.4.
A.2. The Mayer–Vietoris sequence
In this subsection we prove the module structure of the Mayer–Vietoris sequence over the G-
equivariant cohomology of the big space is preserved by all maps in the sequence. The G-
structure is just along for the ride in the proof, and everything we state through to Proposi-
tion A.12 follows for nonequivariant theories through the expedient of setting G “ 1.
Definition A.6. Let rE˚ a multiplicative cohomology theory, not even necessarily equipped with
suspension maps. The diagonal ∆ : X ÝÑ X ^ X makes X a coalgebra in the sense that p∆ ^
idq ˝ ∆ “ pid^∆q ˝ ∆. A right X-coaction ∆Y : Y ÝÑ Y ^ X on a space Y is a map such that
p∆Y ^ idq ˝ ∆Y “ pid^∆q ˝ ∆Y; such a map makes Y a right X-comodule and induces an additive
homomorphism ∆Y ˝ µY,X : rE˚Yb rE˚X ÝÑ rE˚Y which one checks, unravelling definitions, to be
a right rE˚X-algebra structure. A map f : Y ÝÑ Z between right X-comodules such that ∆Z ˝
f “ p f ^ idq ˝ ∆Y is an X-comodule homomorphism, and induces a rE˚X-algebra homomorphism
f ˚ : rE˚Z ÝÑ rE˚Y.
Proposition A.7. Let G be a topological group and E˚ a multiplicative G-equivariant cohomology theory.
Then in the long exact sequence of a G–CW pair pX, Aq all objects are E˚X-modules and all arrows
E˚X-module homomorphisms. In particular the image of E˚pX{Aq ÝÑ E˚X is an ideal and the image of
E˚A ÝÑ rE˚`1pX{Aq is a nonunital subring with zero multiplication.
We paraphrase a proof from Hatcher’s manuscript K-theory text [Hat09, Prop. 2.15]. For a
proof for cohomology theories defined from ring spectra, see Whitehead [Whi62, (6.19), p. 263].
Proof. It will be enough to prove the result for the reduced theory. Note that for pointed G–CW
subcomplexes A of X and pointed G–CW complexes S with trivial action, S ^ A admits the
X-coaction s^ a ÞÝÑ s^ a^ a and S^ pXY CAq the coaction
s^ x ÞÝÑ s^ x^ x,
s^ t^ a ÞÝÑ s^ t^ a^ a.
It is easy to check these coactions make a cofiber sequence A ÝÑ X ÝÑ X Y CA a sequence of
X-comodule homomorphisms. To see this also makes the Puppe sequence
A iÝÑ X ÝÑ XY CA ÝÑ ΣA ΣiÝÑ ΣX ÝÑ ΣpXY CAq ÝÑ Σ2A ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
a sequence of X-comodule homomorphisms, it suffices to observe the coaction commutes with
(suspensions of) the connecting map XYCA ÝÑ S1^A given by t^ a ÞÝÑ p1´ tq^ a and x ÞÝÑ ˚.
To replace S^ pX Y CAq with S^ X{A, observe the coaction s^ rxs ÞÝÑ s^ rxs ^ x on the latter
makes the collapse map another X-comodule homomorphism.
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Figure A.10: Schematic of CU Y X1 Y CV in Proposition A.9
Applying rE˚ to the Puppe sequence then yields an rE˚X-module structure on the long exact
sequence of pX, Aq. To see the image of the connecting map has trivial multiplication, note this
map can be written as rE˚ΣA ÝÑ rE˚pX{Aq.
Remark A.8. The meticulous reader will observe that the proof of Proposition A.7 for the con-
necting map makes use of the fact the coaction smashes with X on one side and the suspen-
sion smashes with S1 on the other. This choice actually matters; the choice of a left E˚X-action
instead of a right requires an additional sign, making the connecting map fail to be an E˚X-
module homomorphism.12 One could be forgiven for suspecting this has something to do with
the well-known sign in the Puppe sequence: our choice of q : t^ a ÞÝÑ p1´ tq ^ a for the map
XYCA ÝÑ A^S1 comes from a nonstandard identification CXY CA ΣA Ñ´ ΣA in transition-
ing from the iterated cofiber sequence to the Puppe sequence. This choice of identification makes
E˚q the opposite ´δ of the connecting map δ : E˚A ÝÑ E˚`1pX, Aq defined through the axioms
but makes the next map ΣE˚i rather than the ´ΣE˚i it would be with the standard identification.
As q and its variant ´q are both X-comodule maps, the choice between them is immaterial to the
success of Proposition A.7, and moreover, this choice inflicts a global sign of ´1 on the connect-
ing maps in each degree, so the correction factor arising from putting the E˚X-action on the left
would be a separate, logically independent sign error.
To obtain the same result for the Mayer–Vietoris sequence, we realize it as the long exact
sequence of a pair.
Proposition A.9. Let pX; U, Vq be a triad of G–CW complexes with X “ U Y V. Write W for the
intersection U X V and X1 for the double mapping cylinder `U ˆ t0u˘ Y pW ˆ Iq Y `V ˆ t1u˘ of the
inclusions U Ðâ W ãÑ V. Then for any G-equivariant cohomology theory the long exact sequence of the
pair pX1, U >Vq is the Mayer–Vietoris sequence of the triad pX; U, Vq.
12 In detail, for singular cohomology, the k-submodule C˚pX, A; kq of cochains vanishing on C˚pAq is a two-sided
ideal of C˚pX; kq with respect to the cup product, which thus restricts to both a right and a left action of C˚pX; kq on
C˚pX, A; kq. Using the zig-zag lemma to compute the connecting map δ of the short exact sequence C˚pX, A; kq Ñ
C˚pX; kq Ñ C˚pA; kq of cochain complexes gives δ`a ! i˚pxq˘ “ δa ¨ x but δ`i˚pxq ! a˘ “ p´1q|x|x ¨ δa. In terms of
our preceding discussion, the sign arises because the connecting map of the pair pX, Aq factors as the composition
of ring homomorphisms and the suspension isomorphism H˚pA; kq δÑ H˚`1pCA, Aq „Ð rH˚`1pΣAq arising from the
long exact sequence of the pair pCA, Aq and the standard homeomorphism CA{A « ΣA; but since the suspension
isomorphism can be identified as H˚pA; kq „ÝÑ H1pS1; kq bk H˚pA; kq Ñˆ rH˚`1pS1 ^ Aq, the cross product on the left
with the fundamental class of S1, a sign can be avoided only by switching the side on which H˚pX; kq acts.
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Here the end W ˆ t0u of the cylinder W ^ I` is viewed as a subset of U and W ˆ t1u as a
subset of V. This result seems to be folklore; the only published statement known to the author
of this version is in a MathOverflow solution due to J. Peter May [May], though Adams has a
version for a representable theory starting with ΣW ÝÑ ΣpU _Vq [Ada74, p. 213].
Proof. It is again enough to assume W is pointed and prove the result for the reduced theory.
In so doing, we replace W ˆ I with the reduced cylinder W ^ I` “ pW ˆ Iq{
`t˚u ˆ I˘ and U >V
with U_V, which is naturally a subspace of X1 because the basepoints p˚, 0q and p˚, 1q have been
identified. The result is as in Figure A.10.
Note X1 is homotopy equivalent to X via the map collapsing the I-direction in the reduced
cylinder W ^ I`. The Puppe sequence begins
U _V ÝÑ X1 ãÝÝÑ CU Y X1 Y CV {X1ÝÝÑ ΣU _ ΣV ÝÑ ΣX1.
We can replace the third term with ΣW because the map collapsing CU _ CV to a point is a
homotopy equivalence. The maps then yield an exact sequence of graded groups
rE˚U ‘ rE˚V ÐÝ rE˚X δÐÝ rE˚´1W ζÐÝ rE˚´1U ‘ rE˚´1V ÐÝ rE˚´1X,
which we check agrees with the Mayer–Vietoris sequence.
• That U _V ãÝÝÑ X1 yields the pair of restrictions rE˚X ÝÑ rE˚U ‘ rE˚V is clear.
• The connecting map in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence is defined as the composition
rE˚´1W ÝÑ rE˚pV{Wq „ÐÝÝ rE˚pX{Uq ÝÑ rE˚X,
where the first map is the connecting map in the long exact sequence of the pair pV, Wq,
hence induced by V{W „Ð V Y CW Ñ ΣW, the second is the excision arising from the
homeomorphism V{W ÝÑ X{U, and the last is induced by the projection X X{U.
Thus the Mayer–Vietoris connecting map is obtained by following the path from X to ΣW
along the bottom of the following commutative diagram, while δ comes from following
along the top:
ΣW X1
{U_Voooo „ // //
{U
    
X

V Y CW
{V
OOOO
„
{CW
// // V{W « // X{U.
• The map ζ is induced as the composition along the right in the commutative diagram
ΣW « // CW Y pW ^ I`q Y CW
{pW^I`q

  // CU Y pW ^ I`q Y CV
{pW^I`q

ΣW _ ΣW   // ΣU _ ΣV.
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On the other hand, the left vertical map collapsing a cylinder’s worth of Ws is homotopy
equivalent to the pinch map ΣW ΣW _ ΣW collapsing only the equator W ˆ t1{2u,
so the composition ΣW Ñ ΣW _ ΣW Ñ ΣU _ ΣV is homotopic to ΣjU ´ ΣjV , where
jU , jV : W ãÝÝÑ U, V are the inclusions. The minus sign comes from observing a small neigh-
borhood the cone point of the abstract CU “ U ^ I lies near suspension coordinate t “ 0,
agreeing with the suspension coordinate of the included copy of CU in CUYpW^ I`qYCV,
while the cone point of the included copy of CV is near t “ 1, disagreeing with that of the
abstract CV.
Then the result we need is a corollary of the first two"
Proposition A.11. Let E˚ be a multiplicative (Z-graded) G-equivariant cohomology theory. Then the
natural E˚X-module structure on the groups in the Mayer–Vietoris sequence of a triad pX; U, Vq of G–
CW complexes with X “ U YV is preserved by the connecting map in the sequence.
In particular, the image of δ : E˚´1W ÝÑ E˚X is an ideal with multiplication zero, since δ is
induced by X ÝÑ ΣW and the multiplication of the non-unital algebra rE˚ΣW is zero. This result
allows us to completely compute the ring E˚X from E˚U, E˚V, and E˚W in amenable cases. We
write jU , jV : W ãÝÝÑ U, V and iU , iV : U, V ãÝÝÑ X.
Proposition A.12. Let E˚ be a Z-graded G-equivariant multiplicative cohomology theory and pX; U, Vq a
triple of G–CW complexes with X “ UYV and such that the odd-dimensional E-cohomology of U, V, and
W “ U XV vanishes. Then one has a graded ring and a graded E˚W-module isomorphism, respectively:
EevenX – E˚U ˆ
E˚W
E˚V, EoddX –
´
E˚W L im jU˚ ` im jV˚¯r1s.
The multiplication of odd-degree elements is zero, and the product px, δwq P EevenXˆ EoddX ÝÑ EoddX
descends from the multiplication of E˚W in the sense that x ¨ δw “ δ`jU˚iU˚pxq ¨w˘.
Proof. The additive isomorphisms follow from the reduction of the Mayer–Vietoris sequence to
0 Ñ EevenX iÝÑ E˚U ˆ E˚V ÝÑ E˚W δÝÑ EoddX iÑ 0.
The multiplication in the even subring follows because i is the ring homomorphism induced by
U >V ÝÑ X. The product of odd-degree elements x, y P EoddX is zero by Proposition A.11 since
δ is surjective.13 To multiply an even-degree element x with an odd-degree element δw, note that
δ is an E˚X-module homomorphism by Proposition A.11, so particularly x ¨ δw “ δpx ¨ wq. Now
recall the module structure on E˚W is given by restriction as x ¨w “ piU ˝ jUq˚pxq ¨w.
Remark A.13. In this paper, of course, we took E˚ “ KG˚. In our previous joint work [CGHM18], we
took E˚X to be Borel cohomology HQ˚XG, so that E˚pG{Γq “ HQ˚BΓ is concentrated in even de-
gree by Borel’s theorem; generally, given a nonequivariant cohomology theory e˚ such that e˚p˚q
is torsion in odd degrees, one could rationalize and consider E˚ to be rational Borel G-equivariant
e-cohomology eQG˚ so that EnpG{Γq “ eQnBΓ. Since we have rationalized [Rud98, Cor. 7.12], the
Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequences of CW-skeleta BnΓ collapse at E2 “ H˚pBnΓ;Qq b e˚p˚q,
which is concentrated in even degree, so that E˚pG{Γq “ eQ˚BΓ is concentrated in even degree
as well and Proposition A.12 applies; but sadly the author has not been made aware of any great
demand for eQG˚.
13 Alternately, since i is injective on EevenX and vanishes on EoddX, we have ipxyq “ ix ¨ iy “ 0 so xy “ 0.
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